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Shooting in the balance
Many of today’s shotguns can be adjusted to your heart’s content,
but how should you set up your gun for different disciplines?

You may have your gun set up wrong,
depending on the discipline

The differences of barrel lengths
between a side-by-side and an O/U

“Don’t get hooked on playing with the adjustments
until you have developed some solid technique”
The Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors was formed in the
1980s to provide qualified
coaches with opportunities
for further professional
development, by the provision of
seminars, workshops, practical
activities and educational visits.
ICSI coaches can be found at
www.ICSI.org.uk

T

Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman
of the Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors and a Clay Pigeon
Shooting Association senior coach.
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he modern shotgun often comes
with all sorts of bits and bobs that
you can adjust to your heart’s
content. For instance it might have a
selection of chokes that you can play
about with while sitting in the pigeon
hide on a Saturday afternoon; is it
going to be ¼ choke or full choke today?
Maybe the gun even has weights to
adjust its balance, either attached to the
barrel or maybe hidden away in the
hollowed out stock behind the butt plate.
But do you really want the gun to be barrel
heavy or stock heavy, or just plain heavy all
over? Or lighter all over for that matter?
The top gun on the local clay club’s trap
range says he like a barrel heavy set up, but
what trap discipline is he shooting?
Some Guns even come supplied these
days with shims to fit between the stock
and the metal action of the gun to adjust

comb height and the sideways cast of the
stock. If you know what you’re about then
such devices can be a boon for gun fitting
purposes. Or vice versa. It’s a facility
frequently available on semi-automatic
single barrel guns. I have to say that my
old Beretta A304 Silver Lark semi-auto is
probably my best fitting gun, but only after

The modern shotgun comes with all sorts
of bits and bobs that you can adjust

hours of experimentation when I bought
the gun years ago. Best fitting gun?
Well, yes it is, at least judging from my
continuing capability of hitting a 40-to
50-yard crossing clay, if I can mount the
gun correctly! But the first advice, if you
are a novice to intermediate shooter is this:
Don’t get hooked on playing with all of the
adjustments until you have developed
some solid competence and technique.
Remember, it can take weeks, if not
months, to really get used to a new gun.
If you are missing clay targets or gamebirds
because your technique and style are not
operating properly, try to avoid blaming
your choke selection, your gun balance set
up, or your first attempt at gun fitting with
the shims. Go see a coach.

quickly and shotgun barrels could now be
designed for good handling characteristics.
Between the First and Second World Wars,
most double-barrelled shotguns were
side-by-sides with barrel lengths between
28in and 30in. Gunmaker Robert Churchill
spotted a marketing opportunity for
shorter barrelled guns and introduced his
XXV models with 25in barrels, offering
livelier and easier handling.
By the 1960s and 70s the common barrel
length was 28in and when Winchester

started selling O/U guns in the UK, mainly
for clayshooting, the standard Sporter gun
was 28in and often with the multi-choke
accessories included.
Since then, the fashionable barrel
lengths have tended to get longer; 30in
barrels became very prevalent with 32in
and even 34in appearing for high pheasant
shooting and competition Sporting.

What’s this all about?
Well, the first question to ask is: How
strong are you in the arms and upper
body? There is no point trying to wield
a 34in 12-bore drainpipe – regardless of it
pointability – if you can’t control it. And
if you are slightly built, maybe a lady or
even a teenager, a 20-bore with short

Balance
The barrel length of your side-by-side or
O/U is the first consideration. Since the
middle of the last century the fashion has
changed from long barrels to short and
back to long again. Back in the 1800’s when
slow-burning blackpowder was used, the
barrels of any gun had to be long enough
to allow the powder to fully combust and
propel the shot, which is why we have the
flames from the cannon at Trafalgar.
When nitro-powder was introduced, the
explosive power was released much more

Put your trigger hand on the stock and your
front hand half way down the fore-end
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Olympic Trap competitors may
prefer a stock-heavy set up to
encourage a light barrel feel

“There is no point trying to wield a 34in
12-bore drainpipe if you can’t control it”
barrels might be more appropriate.
For any bore of gun, shorter barrels are
lighter and enable faster reaction; longer
barrels are somewhat slower to handle, but
offer stability and pointability for a distant
pheasant or clay, just like a tank gun
coming to bear on a target.

Choke
I was refereeing at an England Sporting
Selection shoot at Beverley years ago.
Quite a few top names were there and
I was impressed by the performances
on my stand – a high tower, left-toright pair on report, over the trees.
There was a small group waiting
to shoot and a gentle buzz of studied
conversation. A chap who I had not
seen before in the north arrived with a
little entourage of followers. Usually the
new arrivals would watch the targets
and consider the challenge ahead for
them. I was busy scoring, but I didn’t
see much target observation work.
When it was my new customer’s turn
to shoot, he asked if he could see the
targets, obviously trying to impress
his followers. However, the request
was to see them twice, once to check
flightline and once to select chokes.
As he’d had ample opportunity to
see at least 20 or 30 pairs of targets,
I thought that I might strictly apply
CPSA rules and say “No”. But it was
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But you must be physically built to
handle the chosen equipment. The longer
your barrels the greater the weight your
left hand (if you are right-handed) has to
support and steer.
For most shooters who are interested in
Sporting clayshooting or general pigeon

a lovely summer afternoon and I
didn’t want to appear to be a churlish
Northern oik, even though there
was a queue building up, although
some acknowledged my situation.
Our new customer then stepped
into the shooting cage, set himself
up, called for the targets and missed
the first pair. In fact he missed
the first three pairs, but managed
to get the first target of the fourth
and last pair: 00 00 00 10 didn’t
look too good on his scorecard.
So select your chokes, forget them
and then put all your concentration
on the targets, whatever they might
be. Half-choke will cope with most
eventualities, but usually open chokes
for close range skeet, tight chokes
for trap and tightish chokes for high
pheasant. If you are using heavy loads
through tight chokes, it is well worth
checking your shot patterns on a pattern
plate. In fact, if you are serious about
your chosen discipline, any time spent
at the pattern plates is never wasted.

and gameshooting, the “out of the box”
balance of a new Sporting gun will be fine;
this balance point is more or less on the
hinge pin where the barrels meet the
action of the gun.
With your trigger hand on the stock and
your front hand about half way down the
fore-end, the centre of gravity of the gun is
about half way between your hands.
If there are clay disciplines where the
aficionados do think more carefully about
gun balance, it is in the “trap” disciplines
such as Down-The-Line (DTL), Automatic
Ball Trap (ABT), Olympic Trap (OT) etc.
In particular, control of the gun for the
second shot can be critical. Adjustments
are very personal. The total weight of the
gun is considered to offer recoil reduction
in prolonged competition and stability for
second barrels.
ABT and OT competitors may prefer a
stock-heavy set up to encourage a “light
barrel” feel for rapid target acquisition on
these fast and wide angle receding targets.
However, some DTL competitors prefer a
barrel-heavy set up to encourage a more
controlled movement to the target.
But as I say, the balance of any gun is
very personal and you should never think
about making major weight and balance
changes for any shotgun discipline until
you are competent and experienced in
your chosen activity.
By all means experiment for fun, but
if performance goes wrong, revert to a
standard set up and, ideally, see a coach. SG
Half chokes will cope with
most eventualities

